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About This Content

Developed by aviation guru and flight simulation enthusiast Jane Whittaker, Dangerous Approaches is a mission pack consisting
of 20 of the most nail-biting approaches in modern aviation. Following routes flown by real-world pilots, accuracy in speed and

direction is of the essence.

Each mission starts in a default FSX: Steam Edition aircraft picked specifically for each approach, although any aircraft may be
used on any of the flights. The flight plans are pre-loaded into the GPS of the aircraft to give you the best chance of landing

these approaches.

Features

20 nail-biting missions ranging from 20 minutes - 3 hours

30+ hours of flight time

Pre-programmed weather settings varying from sunny skies to blizzards to thunderstorms.

Successful landings are recorded in the FSX Logbook

Featuring voiceovers by Angel Heaven Lee

Please note that the FSX mission compass has not been included. Most of the approaches included in this mission pack require a
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very specific route to the airfield and cannot be executed by using a simple arrow point.
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Short, linear tomb-raiding adventure that offers little more than some basic platforming and cryptic puzzles. This is supposed to
be a "re-imagining" of the franchise, but much of the optional loot and side-puzzles from the previous iteration have been
stripped out and replaced with - nothing. Mundane voice-acting and cringe-worthy dialogue stand out. Even the stealth sections
are a linear path. Only thing going for it are the very nice graphics (CryEngine), but even that is tempered by some absolutely
awful optimization. There is nothing to recommend here.. Cute. I quite like this. The levels go on longer than you think they
would. I'd like them to be a bit faster so it could be more of a time-filler than a time-sink.. Well, I am really disapointed with the
third part.
1 & 2 were more focused on surival, loot and story
But this one looks like a shooter. "Call of Aliens". Seriously -_-
To much enemies. Really stressing ufff

I dont recommend this one. Sorry
Loved many the first two parts

5/10. Very nice Game. Definitively worth buying if you like puzzle games with physics.. Very fun dungeoning game. My only
complaint is the garbage soundtracks in the game which aren't retro. Mostly consisting of a note of long draggy trumpeting and
"Dark Elf Grotto" should not be considered as music. It sounds like someone's mental breakdown. Hubworld music is ok. the
opening menu song is also angsty. Which is why they allow you to change the songs to retro.

yes, 2011 was a weird time when japan media newcomers being angsty in their visuals and(for this case)music, and this is one of
their product unfortunately. Still a fun game tho. Very interesting mechanics which encourage you to make new characters and
build them to synergize your stat buff graph. Just switch your songs into retro when you have the chance.

Update: -Geon bgms are randomized and some are great
High Times is great.
Stay away from Labyrinth. Don't listen to the people who complain about game breaking bugs; the only thing I came across was
a black screen once, and finding my way out of the room fixed it immediately.
  That said, this is probably one of the best games I've played this year. The visuals and soundtrack are some of the best I have
ssen in any game, period, and I daresay you should try it on that basis alone, especially if it's on sale.
  The only few bad things I would say are that the story is pretty confusing/too cryptic until (for me at least) the very last section
of the game, when everything just clicked, and when it did I loved it. The other thing is the numbers in attack descriptions seem
off; one attack said it did 40% damage to one enemy three times, but after using it through an entire section of the game I'm
certain it is less (incedentally the character with that skill is kinda useless, just so you know).
  Overall though this has been one hell of a game, and even if you don't generally go in for JRPGs/turn based combat, I would
heartily recommend it.. like this game alott. When I saw the trailers, I was expecting the worst to be honest. I know this game
very well and the graphics being not so awesome, the bikes sounds being unrealistic, I was worried to have a bad game....but
despite the down sides, it is actually pretty fun to play.
If you are a fan of Moto Racer, you will enjoy the gameplay just like old times....the races are cool, various environment.

It is a nice surprise.... have fun!. Why this physics puzzle depends on luck? I don't understand.
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Fun game, easy game play after a few hours, TOP GUN theme and an addictive plane game.
See you online :). The proper way to play this game:
"Hahahahahahah" *chomp* *chomp*
"Huehhuehuehueh" *crush* *crush*
"weeeeeeeeeeeee" *dash* *dash*

That's it. Good for spending 10~20 mins.

The downside is that it's not easy to figure out scoring mechanism, not to mention that there's no proper help pages on it.. The
game has potential to be quite good, but is in dire need of graphical optimisation. Requires a lot of hardware resources to get
smooth playback even on the lowest settings.. Does not work in modern windows. I can't rate the game because I have not been
able to play it so far.

Forgot to check the publisher, it comes from Ubi so you need their crapware to play. I tried to give it a chance since I enjoyed
the original from 20 years ago, however this time Uplay won.

Created my uPlay account, the login is crappy. I have wasted too much time resetting the password because it won't allow me in.

From now on I'll double check any game before purchase to make sure it's not from ubi.. Steady 60 fps. way to expensive.
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